Sports That Stand the

Test Tim
of

Preparing for Lifelong Participation in the Outdoors
or many young people, involvement
in team sports, such as soccer or
basketball, provides a great way
to release some energy and have
some fun. In fact, over half of all
high school students in the U.S. are
active in some type of organized sport. Many
kids enjoy team sports because they offer
a sense of belonging while also
by Jay
instilling the value of teamwork
and teaching leadership skills. These team
experiences help young people develop
abilities that will serve them throughout
their lives. Other students prefer individual
sports, such as track and field or swimming,
which rely on their individual performance
to help a team win. Individualized sports
keep physical activity a healthy priority
while encouraging a high degree of independent focus with an overall group outcome.
Solitary sports, like team sports, give
participants a sense of accomplishment and
a pathway to personal improvement. But
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most of all, playing on a sports team of any
kind is fun and sets the stage for a lifetime of
physical activity.
As most people mature beyond
college-level athletics,
however, the fun and both
the physical and mental
benefits associated with
organized
Martin
sports eventually end for people
typically in their twenties.
Without the courts, fields, and organized teams that a high school or college
offers, many people who may have been an
athlete often become less active. These obstacles, along with the time demands associated
with career development or starting a family,
create barriers to lifelong participation in
many traditional sports. In fact, only one in
four people continue to play the sports as
adults that they excelled at when they were
younger.
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High school bass fishing has grown in popularity throughout the Granite State including plans for future competitions with schools in Vermont.
Now consider the notion of a lifelong or
lifetime sport—one that can be enjoyed and
pursued at any age and life stage. Middle and
high schools recognize the need to get kids
moving and focused on active and healthy
lifestyles at an earlier age. A number of
“outdoor” sports are finding their way into
academic environments. Many nature-facing
lifelong sports create connectivity between
people with similar interests, foster a deeper
relationship with the outdoors, and provide
physical and mental health benefits directly
associated with involvement.

On the Water
There are many lifetime sports that
align with New Hampshire’s natural
resources, which are as varied as the people
who enjoy them. In the Granite State and
across the country, high school bass fishing
tournaments are growing in popularity
and offer students who might not ordinarily sign up for a team an opportunity
to belong to a group while developing a
talent they can enjoy into their senior
years. Currently, there are 42 Granite State
schools that participate in bass fishing.
Each team practices just like any other
team would and then competes against
other schools to improve their skills before
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eventually meeting in the state qualifying
tournament.
Illinois first recognized bass fishing as
a high school sport in 2009. To support
schools and team members here, the New
Hampshire Fish and Game Department has
offered annual educational seminars for
participants which give students, parents,
and coaches the opportunity to learn about
bass fishing strategies, tournament regulations, knot tying, and give attendees some
insight into bass biology, management,
and habitat. Getting “hooked” earlier in
life will bring a new collective perspective
to a popular lifetime sport; the number
of people who fish for sport in America is
almost 40 million, which is more than all
golf and tennis players combined.
"High school bass fishing continues
to grow in popularity every year,” said
New Hampshire Fish and Game’s Let's
Go Fishing Program (LGF) Coordinator
Kyle Glencross. “We’re already planning
to develop an inaugural New Hampshire
versus Vermont high school sporting event
that will take place on the Connecticut
River, the interstate boundary between the
two states.”
Fishing, no matter the species targeted,
directly links anglers to their natural

surroundings and to the fisheries that
inhabit New Hampshire’s waterbodies.
Angler success is closely tied to the
ability to think like a fish—which means
understanding the biology and habitat
of the fish to be caught. Because learning
is a lifelong process, the LGF Program is
designed to give new anglers, ages 8 and
up, an understanding of how, when, and
where to fish. Classes have been developed
for people interested in freshwater fishing,
ice fishing, and fly fishing and are offered
at beginner, intermediate, and advanced
levels. The Let’s Go Fishing Program is
a great way for anyone interested in the
sport to get started at almost any time of
year. If you have ever been curious about
trying fishing, or need a refresher session
to get back on the water, visit fishnh.com/
fishing/lets-go-fishing.html to learn more.
Classes explain the tackle and equipment required, aquatic ecology, knot
tying, casting, fish identification, ethics
and sportsmanship, safety, and fisheries
management concepts to ensure that
everyone can become a responsible
and successful angler at any age. New
Hampshire’s LGF Program also encourages
school community members, from principles
to parents, to become trained volunteers
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capable of bringing the basics of fishing into
schools as an extracurricular activity that
anyone interested can pursue.
Anglers demonstrate longer periods of
involvement throughout their lives because
the sport itself has fewer barriers to getting
started than other team sports or outdoor
sporting traditions. People can get a line
wet at hundreds of locations across the
state, and whether from a
boat or the shore, fishing
is a sport anyone can
pick up quickly and
tailor to meet their
interests and
dedication level.

Archery gives all students, regardless of
physical abilities, a sport at which they can
excel and that offers engagement to many
who would not be interested or able to
participate in other team sports.
A Quiver of Opportunity
For those who don’t like to get wet,
New Hampshire’s natural resources
support other lifetime sports that
are best enjoyed on dry land.
Since the early 2000s, archery
has been increasing in popularity among young people
across the country. Due
in part to the success
of The Hunger Games
series of films, which
featured a heroine
who was an accomplished archer, and also
because of the efforts of
the National Archery in the
Schools Program (NASP),
over 18 million students from
14,000 schools have gone
through NASP.
A true lifelong pursuit,
archery introduced at an early
age instills focus, attention,
flexibility, and upper-body strength.
Archery gives all students, regardless
of physical abilities, a sport at which they
can excel and that offers engagement to
many who would not be interested or able
to participate in other team sports. Archery
is a life skill that improves concentration,
hand-eye coordination, and student selfesteem. Dozens of New Hampshire schools
are already participating in this exciting
program.
According to Eric Geib, who coordinates
archery outreach for the New Hampshire
Fish and Game Department, “Archery is a
fun sport that a number of young people
are discovering with us for the first time at

the Owl Brook Hunter Education Center.
This lifetime shooting sport does not
require a large amount of space, nor does
it create any noise, which makes it suitable
for many backyards. Archery can also be
safely practiced by people without a yard
at Fish and Game–managed public ranges
located at Owl Brook and at Bear Brook
State Park.”

In the Field
At last estimate, there were 21.6 million
archers in the United States. Of this group,
45% describe themselves as target archers
exclusively, 24% identify as bow hunters
only, and the remaining 31% commit to
being both target archers and bow hunters.
Varying interest levels may transform
an individual from a marksperson into a
hunter, but whether through archery or
firearms, such as a rifle or shotgun, people
are reexamining and responding to the lifetime sport of hunting in New Hampshire.
Among younger new entrants to the sport,
the desire to locally source proteins such
as turkey and deer has sparked renewed
interest in hunting. Being in the field
directly connects hunters with their
potential quarry. This type of relationship
with nature requires hunters of all kinds to
understand wildlife biology, behavior, and
the habitat that supports each species.
Hunting neccessitates an investment
of time to learn how to harvest animals
ethically and safely, and a hunter education course is always the first step in the
development of a foundation on which to
build personal skills and an understanding
of game laws. New hunters should think
of their first outings with a mentor as an
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Experiencing
habitat as it changes
throughout the
seasons brings a true
sense of connection
to the Granite State’s
natural resources and
wild places.
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investment in the future—
many hunters report not
“aging out” of the sport until
well into their 70s. To receive
a certificate of completion
in a traditional classroom
hunter education course,
participants must be 12 years
old by the time the course is
completed. To take the online
hunter education course,
students must be at least 15
years of age, or older, and
youth hunters should try to
complete their hunter education course sometime between
the ages of 12 and 16. To learn
more about New Hampshire’s
Hunter Education Program,
visit huntnh.com/hunting/
hunter-ed.
As part of its dedication to
lifelong learning, participation, and engagement with
our natural resources, the New
Hampshire Fish and Game
Department established the
Owl Brook Hunter Education
Center, a 507-acre education campus
located in Holderness, in 2002. At this
facility, a variety of hunting and outdoor
skills workshops are offered year-round,
including summer youth programs,
advanced hunting skills topics, shooting
skills, and map and compass and outdoor
survival. All workshops are led using a
hands-on experiential approach which
resonates with students of all ages who
are interested in not just hunting but also
developing a deeper relationship with the
natural resources of the Granite State.
Owl Brook offers programming all year;
visit huntnh.com/hunting/owl-brook.
html to see what upcoming opportunities
are perfect for you. The Owl Brook Hunter
Education Center and Hunter Education in
New Hampshire are made possible by the
Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration Act.

it changes throughout the
seasons brings a true sense
of connection to the Granite
State’s natural resources and
wild places. Often an easy
passage into the woods, these
types of experiences can begin
at any age and enhance the
physical and mental wellbeing
of participants well into their
senior years. Rowing, kayaking,
canoeing, and stand-up paddle
boarding give people access
to exercise and a different
perspective when out on the
water using methods that are
easy to master and that keep
people moving well into their
later years.
We become very different
people as adults, but the
formative experiences from
middle and high school
influence the way we live the
entirety of our lives. Pointing
youth toward a sport, whether
a team-focused one or a
lifetime one, requires parents,
teachers, and mentors to truly understand
what interests a young person, what sparks
their curiosity, and whether they are most
happy in groups or when acting independently. Some kids are destined to become
professional football stars while others will
build a lifetime of personal satisfaction
casting for trout and exploring the art of
tying their own flies.
Over the years, however, it’s going to
be much easier to get out on the river than
it is going to be to orchestrate a pick-up
game of hoops—and much easier on the
knees. With a mission to connect people to
life outdoors, the New Hampshire Fish and
Game Department will continue to offer the
educational resources that people of all ages
will need to enjoy the state’s woods
and waters for years to come.
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Everyone Is Invited Outdoors
The world has changed since the beginning of 2020. Competitive sports on every
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New hunters should think of their
first outings with a mentor as an
investment in the future.

level, from NBA basketball to local T-ball
practices, have been affected—yet hiking
trails and other public natural access points
have become congested. Solitary sports
that are close to nature are being explored
and revisited by more people than ever.
These same pursuits can afford outdoor
enthusiasts of any age and with almost any
set of life experiences new ways of engaging
with the environment and staying physically and mentally active. It is the solitude
of some of these sports that allows people
to become more self-aware and conscious
of their natural environment. Unlike other
potentially lifetime sports, such as tennis
where another person is needed to enjoy the
activity, many outdoor-facing lifetime sports
can be best experienced alone.
Being in nature offers hikers, trail
runners, snowshoers, cross-country
skiers, birders, photographers, and wildlife
watchers a lifetime of opportunity to engage
with and appreciate animals, birds, reptiles,
and amphibians. Experiencing habitat as

Jay Martin is the Programs Information
Officer at New Hampshire Fish and Game. He
works to connect people with the outdoors.
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